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R517appears to be the case for Sld2 [16].
Most likely, the assembly of the CMG
complex requires a similar set of
molecular events in all eukaryotes. Only
once these steps have been elucidated
will it be possible to understand how
these tasks are divided among different
proteins in any specific organism.References
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The Neandertals were a human group
that lived in Europe and Central Asia
between 200 and 30 thousand years
ago. They showed several
morphological features, seemingly
adaptations to the cold, that
distinguished them from other human
groups, including a strongly-built
stocky postcranial skeleton, a long,
low skull with large cranial capacity,
double arched brow ridges, an occipital
‘bun’, a protruding midfacial region
with a large nose and large front teeth.
Contemporaneous with Neandertals
were anatomically modern humans
who first appeared in Africa around 200
thousand years ago, in the Middle East
by 100 thousand years ago and across
Eurasia by around 40 thousand years
ago. Neandertals disappear from the
paleontological record shortly after
modern humans are seen in Europeprompting questions about their fate.
Did Neandertals go fully extinct without
leaving any genetic legacy, or do
some Neandertal genes live on as part
of the genetic diversity seen in living
humans? The near complete
sequencing and characterization of the
Neandertal genome, detailed in three
recent key papers [1–3], has now made
it possible to directly compare genetic
variation between Neandertals and
contemporary humans. These data
clarify the timing of changes along the
human lineage as well as genes that
were under selection since modern
humans separated from Neandertals
[1,2]. These data also promise to clarify
the relationship between Neandertals
and living humans; however, the
findings of the Neandertal genome
project currently raise as many
questions as they answer.
There are two predominant
models of modern human origins:
multiregional evolution and recentAfrican replacement. Multiregional
evolution posits that the evolution
of contemporary peoples occurred
around the globe, with archaic
populations such as the Neandertals
contributing locally in their geographic
regions [4]. This model predicts that
Neandertals will share significant
genetic variation with Europeans to the
exclusion of other populations. Recent
African replacement suggests that
contemporary humans owe their
heritage to a small African population
that spread around the world replacing
archaic populations with little to no
interbreeding [5]. This model predicts
that Neandertals will be equally
distantly related to all contemporary
human populations. Studies seeking
to distinguish these models have
been equivocal. Most surveys of
contemporary genetic diversity
support recent African replacement
and previously published studies of
Neandertal mitochondrial and nuclear
DNA have failed to find any evidence of
admixture [6]. However, some
anomalous genetic patterns suggest
that there may have been a small
genetic contribution from archaic
populations [7].
In their recently published analysis
of the Neandertal genome, Green
and colleagues [1] sequenced DNA







Figure 1. Genetic diversity of Neandertal and modern humans.
(A) Sampling localities of Green et al. [1]: those of modern humans are indicated by circles, and those of Neandertals by triangles. (B) Green
et al.’s [1] preferred hypothesis, according to which Neandertals (red) and modern humans (blue) exchanged genes shortly after modern
humans left Africa, explaining the contribution of Neandertal genes to the European and Asian, but not African gene pool [1]. (C) Our proposed
alternative hypothesis according to which modern humans were due to climatic changes confined back to Africa after initial admixture with
Neandertals. The signs of Neandertal admixture in Europeans and Asians would then be due to founder effects during range expansion.
This scenario predicts that traces of Neandertal DNA could be present in modern African populations that have not been sampled by Green
et al. [1].
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to 1.3-fold genomic coverage using
high throughput sequencing methods
tailored to ancient DNA. They also
sequenced the genomes of five
geographically distant contemporary
humans to 4–6-fold coverage as
comparative samples (Figure 1A). With
a series of thorough analyses Green
et al. [1] show that the contemporary
human samples are more closely
related to each other than any is to the
Neandertals. They estimate that the
population that gave rise to
Neandertals and living humans split
between 270 and 440 thousand years
ago. As modern human gene lineages
frequently coalesce at dates older than
that, Neandertals and humans will
inevitably share some alleles. This
means that all of us will have some
genetic variants that are more closely
related to some Neandertals than they
are to the variants possessed by other
living people. This pattern contrasts
with that seen with mitochondrial DNA,
where complete mitochondrial
genomes from multiple Neandertals
have been found to fall outside the
range of living human diversity [8].Green et al. [1] next sought to look
for evidence of recent admixture
between modern humans and
Neandertals. To do so, they did
pairwise comparisons between each
of their five modern human genomes
looking for an excess of shared derived
polymorphisms with Neandertals.
Derived polymorphisms are those
variants that differ from the ancestral
state and have thus changed recently
in evolutionary time. Shared derived
polymorphims indicate recent shared
ancestry. Green et al. [1] found that in
all comparisons between an African
and a non-African, the non-African
genome shared significantly more
derived polymorphisms with
Neandertals. In all African to African
and non-African to non-African
comparisons no difference was found.
This indicates that the non-African
genomes are more closely related to
Neandertals than the African genomes
and that the Papuan and Chinese
genomes are equally closely related to
the Neandertals as the French genome.
As a test of whether the admixture
was recent, Green et al. [1] sought
extended haplotypes shared betweenNeandertals and humans that are
very divergent from other human
haplotypes, a pattern not expected
in the absence of recent admixture.
Such shared haplotypes were indeed
found between Neandertals and
non-Africans. Green et al. [1] estimate
that 1–4% of the non-African genomes
are derived fromNeandertal admixture.
These findings are very surprising
and do not conform to the predictions
of either multiregional evolution or
recent African replacement. To our
knowledge, no analysis of the fossil
record has predicted an equal
apportionment of Neandertal
admixture across Eurasia. Some
analyses of the fossil record have
found shared morphological features
between Neandertals and earlymodern
Europeans, suggesting that these
shared features were due to gene flow
between Neandertals and Europeans
[9]. However, if there is no special
relationship between Neandertals and
Europeans, then shared morphologies
between these two groups must be
either primitive retentions or
convergently derived. Otherwise these
morphologies would also be seen in
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Other interpretations of the fossil
record have found no evidence of
admixture between Neandertals and
modern humans [10]. This is not
surprising, as it is unclear whether
1–4%admixturewould be detectable in
skeletal morphology; however, shared
skeletal features between Neandertals
and Eurasians to the exclusion of
Africans should be sought.
The question is then: when and how
did admixture occur? Green et al. [1]
propose two alternative scenarios.
First, they note that ancient
substructure within Africa could create
such a pattern in the absence of
admixture. If African genetic diversity
was structured at the time the
ancestors of Neandertals left Africa
to colonize western Eurasia and this
structure persists until today, then
some African populations might be
more closely related to Neandertals
than others. If this population was also
the source of the later modern human
migration out of Africa, then Eurasians
may appear to have more affinities
to Neandertals than to some Africans.
Further sampling of Africa would then
be expected to reveal Africans with
similar relatedness to Neandertals
as the Eurasian samples. However,
Green et al. [1] favor a second scenario
which involves admixture between
Neandertals and modern humans early
during the exodus from Africa. In this
scenario, no Africans will be found with
genetic signs of Neandertal admixture
(Figure 1B).
We propose a third alternative. The
paleontological and archaeological
records suggest that modern humans
and Neandertals overlapped in the
Eastern Mediterranean region around
100 thousand years ago during a time
when the African faunal zone extended
temporarily into the Middle East. The
range of modern humans then likely
contracted back into Africa, severing
contact with Neandertals, before finally
expanding their range out of Africa
around 50 thousand years ago [11].
Admixture may not have been possible
during this time because a southern
route out of Africa through the Arabian
peninsula [12] would not have put the
populations in contact. Any admixture
would have occurred prior to the
expansion of modern humans out
of Africa between East Africans and
Neandertals (Figure 1C). If this is
correct, Neandertal genes will be found
at low frequency in East Africans andperhaps others. These low-frequency
Neandertal genes may then have been
pushed to high frequency or fixation in
the out of Africa populations through
the iterated founder effect associated
with range expansions [13].
To distinguish between ancient
substructure or admixture within or
outside Africa we need to better
understand African genetic diversity.
Green et al. [1] laudably built a
comparative data set consisting of
five complete human genomes.
However, two individuals cannot
possibly represent African diversity.
Recently two additional South African
genomes were fully and three more
partially sequenced, revealing 1.3
million novel variants [14]. It is also
known that African genetic diversity is
significantly structured [15]. This
suggests themajority of African genetic
diversity is yet unknown. These are
population genetic questions that will
require population samples to resolve.
Sequencing costs have dropped to
the point where population genomics
is becoming feasible. As the most
genetically diverse and least
understood, African populations
should be given priority. Now that the
Neandertal genome has been well
characterized, it is clear that if we are
to fully understand the relationship
between Neandertals and living
people, we need to better understand
the genomic diversity of living humans.
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Evidence is accumulating that in the green algae the evolution of female
and male gametes differing in size — anisogamy — involves genes linked
to the mating-type locus, as was predicted theoretically.Deborah Charlesworth
and Brian Charlesworth
Anisogamy has evolved independently
in several different groups oforganisms, but the green algae seem
particularly promising for studying
this evolutionary change [1] because
some taxa, including Chlamydomonas
species, are isogamous, with no
